
Ksix 30 W wall charger, PPS, Power 
Delivery, Ultra fast charge, USB-C port, 

White

DESCRIPTION

Charge your devices at full speed thanks to this Ksix wall charger. It offers a 

power up to 30 W, which makes it compatible with ultra fast charge. You can 

charge your devices quickly, efficiently and safely thanks to the technologies that 

it incorporates: Power Delivery and Programmable Power Supply. The best 

solution to charge the battery of your devices in a very short time!

Your battery at 50% in just 20 minutes

Thanks to its ultra-fast charging power of up to 30 W and the incorporation of 

intelligent technologies, such as Power Delivery and Programmable Power 

Supply, you can charge your phone from 0 to 50% in just 21 minutes*. This charger 

provides charging speed much faster than conventional chargers that will allow 

you to fill the battery of your devices in a very short time.

*Tests performed with an iPhone 14 Pro and a cable compatible with 30 W ultra 

fast charging and Power Delivery. Figures may vary depending on the device and 

battery capacity, as well as the device age and usage environment.

Includes Programmable Power Supply

This charger incorporates Programmable Power Supply technology, which offers 

much more efficient and controlled charging than conventional chargers by 

dynamically adjusting the power output to match the specific needs of the device 

in real time. This charging technology is compatible with devices such as Samsung 

Galaxy S20 Series, S21 Series, S22 Series and later; Samsung Galaxy Note 10+; 

Samsung Note 20 Series and later; Google Pixel 6 Series, 7 series and later; 

OnePlus 9 Pro; among others. The charger is also compatible with any device that 

incorporates USB-C or Lightning port.

Ultra fast charge with Power Delivery

This charger supports a power of up to 30 W, making it compatible with ultra-fast 

charging. In addition, it incorporates Power Delivery, a smart technology that 

provides a greater amount of power to devices in a controlled way, supplying 

much faster and more efficient charge than conventional chargers. This 

technology is optimized for iPhones, Samsung smartphones and other compatible 

devices.

USB-C charging standard

This charger incorporates a USB-C charging port, which is currently the fastest 

compatibility standard on the market. You will be able to charge any device that 

has a USB-C or Lightning port, from smartphones to laptops, tablets, wireless 

earphones, powerbanks and many more. With this charger you will have all your 

devices charged and ready to use.

Safety first

This charger’s housing is 100% composed of polycarbonate plastic. This grants it a 

UL94 V-O flammability protection rating, the safest on the market. All this in a 

simple and elegant white design. It has a very small size and weight, which will 

allow you to take it where you go comfortably. Great power in a small size.
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Technical specifications

Input parameter: 100-240V

Output parameters: 5V-3A / 9V-3A / 12V-2.5A / 15V-2A / 20V-1.5A

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.

Color White

Input parameters 100-240V

Use Home/Office

Type of charge Ultra fast charge

Max. Output (W) 30W

Input connector UK 3-pin

Technology Power Delivery y PPS

Quantity of Type C ports 1

Shape Ergonomic

Packaging Recycled carton
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STRENGTHS
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REF. BXCDC30PDUK EAN: 8427542129440 Recommended retail price: €29.99
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